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Post Kick-off Design & Prototyping

 After Kick-off, members should bring forth design ideas for discussion

 Create rubric with pros and cons of each

 Eliminate ineffective designs

 Analyze scoring elements to determine design goals

 Examine past successful robots for inspiration

 Prototype plans to test effectiveness

 Use items such as cardboard and wood



Creating a Game-Strategy

 Your Robot's build will follow what strategy your team intends to employ

 Decide what game elements your team think they can manipulate and begin 

prototyping the feasible designs for that task.

 Typically higher scoring elements are harder to manipulate, but are more 

rewarding

 Keep in mind that a more flexible robot, compatible with any alliance 

partner, makes your Robot more appealing to other teams.



Choosing the Right Designs

 The less complicated the design, the better.

 Time is valuable - more basic designs require less build time and lower 

expenses.

 Discuss why a certain design has potential strength or why it may have too 

many flaws.

 Robots should be designed around the primary game element(s) first but still 

save space for other mechanisms.



Robustness

What is a robust robot?

 A robust robot should:

 Be structurally sound

 Stable when in operation

 Incorporate multiple points of connection on all aspects

 Be able to withstand typical gameplay

 Be space efficient and compact



Why Build A Robust Robot?

 Building a structurally sound robot from the beginning of the season provides 

many benefits:

 Less time maintaining and more time improving the robot

 Fewer breakdowns during gameplay- more wins

 Spend less money buying replacement parts

 Easier to expand and improve upon the existing robot



Why 

Actobotics 

over Tetrix



Tetrix vs Actobotics

Tetrix

 Less customizability

 Slightly aimed more 
towards beginners

 Less holes allow drilling of own 
holes into channel

 Hard to incorporate Actobotics
pieces on

Actobotics

 More versatile

 Cheaper in the long run

 Somewhat compatible with Tetrix

 Higher learning curve



How/Why to get started with Actobotics

 This is a $480 actobotics FTC 

starter kit:

https://www.servocity.com/ftc-

competition-kit

 It offers a wide array of parts for a 

relatively low cost

 The parts are simple and easy to 

work with

 It leads into the more complex 

aspects of constructing a robot

http://


Simple Tips Towards A 

Robust Robot



Never Attach Parts By Only One 

Connection Point

 This results in overly relying on one 

connection, likely causing 

structural failure

 As a result, parts may become 

unattached during competition, 

leading to more lost matches

 It may possibly even result in your 

mechanism becoming broken



Always Use Nylock Nuts on Competition 

Robot

 Nylock nuts ensure screws do not 

become loose and fall out

 Whenever using a bolt on your final 

robot, use nylock nuts



Use Loctite Threadlocker (Purple)

 Threadlocker acts similar to glue, ensuring bolts 
do not become loose

 Similar to nylock nuts, it is vital to use on your 
competition robot for structural stability

 Dab a small amount on bolts before screwing them 
into threads or nuts

 It should also be used to secure set screws

 Be sure to purchase Threadlocker Purple for use 
on your robot.

 The purple variation is strong enough to secure 
bolts, yet is still able to be removed by hand.



Concave vs. Convex Set Screws

 Concave set screws (Top) generally have less 

hold on axles and can become loose

 Concave set screws are typically sent with 

bought parts and should be replaced

 Convex set screws (bottom) have a greater 

hold on axles and should generally be used on 

your robot whenever possible

 Stainless steel set screws tightly screwed will 

create a secure divet

 McMaster Carr sells Stainless Steel Cone-Point 

Set Screws in a variety of sizes to fit your need 

(eg: Part #:92785A144)

https://www.mcmaster.com/#92785A144


Connecting Channels



Brackets and Mounts

 90 degree angle brackets (top) can 
be used to connect channels with 
multiple points of contact

 https://www.servocity.com/90-
single-angle-channel-bracket

 A pattern mount C (bottom) can also 
be used to connect channels, taking 
up less space than 90 degree angle 
brackets

 They fit within the channel

 https://www.servocity.com/90-
quad-hub-mount-c

Why Actobotics are Better

https://www.servocity.com/90-single-angle-channel-bracket
https://www.servocity.com/90-quad-hub-mount-c


Standoffs

 Used as an alternative to brackets 

to connect pieces

 Useful for distancing parts and 

tensioning chains

 Threaded and Unthreaded variants 

can be manipulated in more ways 

than a bracket



Chassis Design



Frame

A decent frame for a chassis should incorporate 
all of the following:

• Multiple connection points with nylock nuts

• Planned space for motors and servos

• Possible space for wiring and electronics

• Should be designed to support a multitude of different 

designs

• Generally larger frames (16-17 inches) are best to 

maximize space and conserve room for wheels.



Types of 

Drivertrains

• A simple and basic 4-
motor, 4 wheel 
drivetrain

Skid 
Steer

• 6 Wheels and 4 
motors. More 
consistent turning

6WD

• A drivetrain that can 
travel laterally and 
forwards/back

Mecanum



Skid Steer
Skid Steer is a simple to construct and program. They are regularly composed of 

4 wheels – 2 on each side – that move in pairs.

Pros:

 Easy to make

 Easy to learn how to drive

 Fast to build

 More compact

Cons:

 Less mobility and slow turning

 Uses both joysticks (although their 
controls can be switched)

 Typically less practical

 If a motor dies, so does that wheel



Skid Steer Visual



6WD
This drive features two sets of chains on each side to ensure all wheels move at 

the same speed. This interconnected method acts as a contingency for if one 

motor dies.

Pros:

 Wheels and motors all connected

 More consistent and easier turning 
(compared to 4WD)

 Motors turn at same speed

 Can still run if a motor brakes

 3 wheels on each side

Cons:

 One set of wheels may need to be 

omni wheels (due to the traction 

while turning)

 Slow turning (without center drop)

 Slightly more complicated than 

tank drive



6WD Visual



Mecanum
This drive train requires more complex mechanical and programming abilities. 

However, its benefits generally outweigh the hardships and is a prominent form 

of a drive train in FTC.

Pros:

 Can move in any direction/more 

maneuverable

 More fluid and faster motions

 Faster Autonomous (less turning 

and more strafing)

Cons:

 More complicated to drive

 Wheels cost more

 Coding is more complex

 Can be easily pushed around



Mecanum Visual



Creating a 

Drivetrain



Breaking Chain

 Chain breakers need to be used to create a chain that appropriately fits your 
drive train.

 The pins in the chain can be pushed out by using a chain breaker such as the 
Dark Soul: http://www.davesmotors.com/DarkSoul-25-Chain-Breaker-Tool-
3466.html

 Chain length should be enough to wrap around the desired distance, yet still 
be snug. Motors can be turned in place after the chain is connected to tighten 
it.

 The more teeth in contact with the sprocket the better.

http://www.davesmotors.com/DarkSoul-25-Chain-Breaker-Tool-3466.html


Masterlinks

 Master Links allow you to reconnect broken chains.

 Once you've broken a chain to its desired length, a master link must be used 

to put it back together.

 It consists of three parts: one that has two pins on it, a flat surface with two 

holes, and a C-shaped bracket

 First feed the pins through the holes. Then snap the flat surface with two 

holes into place. Finish it off by putting the bracket over the flat surface and 

closing it shut with pliers.



Gear Ratios

Gear ratio should be decided depended 
on whether you're aiming for speed 
or torque (or somewhere in-between).

A small gear to a bigger gear creates 
torque, allowing your Robot to be 
"stronger" and harder to push. An 
example would be a 1:3 gear ratio.

A large to smaller gear creates speed, 
allowing your Robot to be faster and 
more agile at the expense of its torque. 
An example would be a 3:1 gear ratio.

The same rule applies when selecting 
what kinds of motor you should use. For 
heavy lifting a 1:60 motor would be the 
best choice if speed wasn’t important.



Why CAD?

Conserve time by 
having a 3D model 

to build off of

Allows for spatial 
conceptualization

Provides a 
preview the Robot 
without wasting 

materials



Intakes



General Overview of Intakes

 Most FTC games in the past call for some sort of intake to collect scoring 

objects.

 An effective intake may decide how well your Robot performs as time is often 

a limiting factor in the game.

 The type of intake that should be used varies with each year's game 

challenge. However, it shouldn't be limited to the following options and there 

is plenty for room for variations to be made.



Surgical Tubing Intake
This intake typically features PVC pipes with holes in which surgical tubing is fed through. 

It can also be tied around the PVC.

Pros:

 Flexible

 Has more reach since tubing can 
turn outside the sizing limit

 Can work for multiple shapes

 Tubing comes in all shapes and 
sized

 Better for balls

 Easier to repair

Cons:

 Harder to fit within 18 inch sizing 

limit

 Take up a lot of space (typically 

the entire front of the Robot)

 Usually requires multiple layers of 

intake



Surgical Tubing Intake Visual



Wheeled Intake
Consists of a series of foam wheels that can compress objects as they're brought 

in.

Pros:

 Can compress to fit different 

shapes

 Take up less space

 Perform in place sideways motion

Cons:

 Requires a lot of foam wheels which 

can be a bit expensive

 Can need multiple layers

 Harder to maintain

 Harder to construct (lots of wheels)

 Produces more torque (strains 

motors)



Wheeled Intake Visual



Linear Slides



Uses of Linear Slides

 Linear slides are most useful to extend out of the 18 inch sizing cube in order 
to reach inaccessible areas.

 They're also useful for raising components or mechanisms of the Robot 
vertically.

 When not extended, the mechanism is rather compact.

 Linear Slides are a very integral piece to have on many Robots.

 The two most common forms of stringing slides are continuous and cascading.



Types of Linear 

Slides

Drawer 
slides 

REV 
slides 

X-Rail



X-Rail

 X-Rail is compatible with Actobotics.

 The sliding on the rail is extremely smooth and fluid.

 Less energy is lost from friction which means it's easier to lift.

 The X-Rail kit is rather expensive. Therefore, purchasing individual parts may 

be a better alternative

https://www.servocity.com/cascading-x-rail-slide-kit

https://www.servocity.com/cascading-x-rail-slide-kit


Drawer Slides

 Drawer slides can serve as linear slides and are a cheap alternative

 They may be harder to incorporate since they need a custom method of 

attachment

 Typically pulleys must be bolted to the side of each segment of the drawer 

slide

 They can be bought at practically any home improvement store (Lowe's, 

Home Depot)

 For a tutorial on how to transform the drawer slides, watch Vulcan 

Robotics's video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDYqt-jd0cg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBVcPxq1KTY


REV Slides

 REV slides are rectangular channels specifically made for linear extrusions

 These slides pair well with actobotics as there are many parts to connect 
them

 They can be easily stacked 

either vertically or 

horizontally

 REV slides can be bought in 

various packages depending on 

your need

http://www.revrobotics.com/rev

-41-1098/

http://www.revrobotics.com/rev-41-1098/


Continuous and 

Cascading Slides
Drawer slides and REV slides can be strung in one of two main ways



Continuous Slides

 They are strung simply by weaving a string around pulleys alternating 

between the top and bottom of the slides.

 They require less torque and are easier to build.

 The slides can move randomly, but usually they move up in order.

 The string on the slides should be taught at all times and avoid any slack in 

which the string could come off the pulley or become entangled.



Cascading Slides

 Cascading slides are bit more tricky to construct.

 They raise and lower faster since all slides move simultaneously.

 They require more torque to lift.

 Between each neighboring slide, the string wraps from the top of the previous 

slide, around a pulley at the top of the next slide, and attaches to the bottom 

of the slide in front of it. Each slide pulls on another as the first one is pulled.



Continuous vs Cascading



Thank you 

for listening 

to our 

Presentation
Are there any questions?


